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Global Fever
How to Treat Climate Change

William H. Calvin
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington USA

Where we’re going…

1. Why the climate problem is bigger than 
you think.

2. Why we must act very quickly.

3. The Climate Optimist
a. Lessons from science and medicine

b. Lessons from industrial revolutions

c. How Deep Geothermal can replace coal.

d. How to sink a lot of carbon quickly.

Nonlinear 6XIf wind speed 
increases 20%, 
from 50 mph 
to 60 mph, the 
damage goes 
up not 20% 
but 500%.

[6X insurance claims]

Something blown loose from one 
building may hit another building if 

it doesn’t hit the ground first, giving 
a cascade of damage.
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Nonlinearity

Floodwaters from 
Hurricane Ike 
were reportedly as 
high as eight feet 
in some areas, 
causing  
widespread 
damage along the 
coast of Texas. 

A single home is 
left standing 
among debris from 
Hurricane Ike 
September 14, 
2008 in Gilchrist, 
Texas. 

David J. Phillip 
Boston.com

Heavy Weather

(US government photo)
The heavens opened
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Logged hillside collapse
Chehalis WA flood 2007

Floods have been increasing for 50 years.

So it is a global climate change,
not merely local trouble that moves around.

Fire managers predict bad year for blazes
Sat   May 10, 2008 2:37pm EDT

David S. Roberts, San Diego County 2007 10
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Wildfires in US West: millions of acres per year
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10x
in 30 

years

Americas only now catching up to the 
rest of the world’s fire problem.

How
hot 

is it?

William H. Calvin
University of Washington

Global-Fever.org

Climate

Briefings
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The 2003 heat wave in Europe
killed 35,000 people.

Salvador Dalí The Persistence of Memory.  1931 14

a, Extent (dark red) of mountain pine beetle. b, The study area includes 98% of the current outbreak area. c, A photograph taken in 2006 showing an example of recent mortality: pine trees turn red in the first year after beetle k ill, and grey in subsequent years. Photo credit: Joan Westfall, Entopath Management Ltd.

Mountain 
pine beetle 
and forest 
carbon 
feedback 
to climate 
change

a, Extent 
(dark red) of 
mountain 
pine beetle. 

W. A. Kurz et al.
doi:10.1038/
nature06777

Warmer winters

Heat waves are already killing coral. Caribbean 2005 coral disaster

16

Virgin
Islands 

NP

Nighttime 
infrared satellite 
measures of sea 
surface 
temperature, 
plotted as excess 
degree weeks.

Caribbean 2005 coral disaster

17

reef loss
-70 m

Nighttime 
infrared satellite 
measures of sea 
surface 
temperature, 
plotted as excess 
degree weeks.

GREEN areas bleaching 
only

YELLOW-VIOLET areas 
have increasing mortality 18

Since NOAA's last report 
in 2005, the Caribbean 
region has lost at least 
50 percent of its corals, 
largely because sea 
temperatures have risen, 
said Timothy Keeney, NOAA's  deputy 
assistant secretary for oceans and atmo-
sphere, and 25 percent of  all marine 
species need coral reefs to live and 
grow, while 40 percent of the fish caught 
commercially use reefs to breed. 
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Mountain glaciers gone 
by 2050

William H. Calvin
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington USA

Black & White Mtn.
1970-1999 average

The Arctic 
floating sea ice 

that remained in
September 2007

No sea level rise.

Arctic sea 
ice

20

REFLECTS most sunlight ABSORBS most sunlight

Permafrost 
researcher
Katy Walter 

igniting methane 
trapped beneath 
the surface of a 

frozen pond.

23X as potent as 
CO2

World methane 
distribution

swamp

mining

permafrostventing

rice Drought

Vincent van Gogh, Olive Trees with Yellow Sky and Sun, 1889
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32°N
32°N

The two most severe drought stages are plotted next, averaged 
over all of the global land surface except where ice sheets live.

Maybe 15-20% of U.S. land in 
extreme+ drought stages

The 1983 stepwise doubling of global drought 
when CO2 was at 342 ppm (62 ppm excess)

when CO2 was
at 342 ppm

15%

35%

25%

CO2 now at 387 ppm (107 ppm excess)

27

hot moist air rises

comes down dry

comes down dry

hot moist air rises

comes down dry

comes down dry

EXPANDED TROPICS
NORMAL TROPICS

Areas with Mediterranean 
Climates are in drought trouble

The expansion of the overheated tropics

Coral reef crumbles as skeleton 
is reabsorbed into seawater.

OCEAN pH: The coral and shell problem

If only address fever 
per se, we still get into 
big trouble with the 
food chain.

We must remove enough carbon from 
that circulating in the carbon cycle 
to get [CO2] back down to the old 
maximum, 280 ppm. And quickly.

DENIAL

Talk Outline

1. The present climate mess

2. The future climate crisis
A. IPCC modeling ignores abrupt 

possibilities

B. the Big Burn

3. ..and what to do about it.
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It isn’t just the signposted dangers 
that we must worry about. 

We need a safety margin for the surprises.

Abrupt 
Changes in 
Climate

• [on time scale of a 
drought but widespread]

• Nuclear Winter
• North Atlantic Current 
decline rearranges winds 
and rains worldwide.
• El Niño has done two 
limited versions already.
•

The 
Tortoise 
and the 

Hare

Reaction times

• The IPCC models 

treat climate as if 

it moved in a 

stately manner like 

a tortoise.

• They all assume 

that the Hare 

conveniently 

takes a long nap. 

• That is not a 
safe assumption. 33

The people who study the abrupt climate 
shifts of the past have an aphorism:

Climate is like a drunk: 
Left alone, it sits.  
Forced to move, it staggers.

If riding in a tippy canoe,
don’t dance!

34

The Amazon is drying & burning under the influence of 
deforestation & climate-change-induced drought

Just after 1998 El Niño Nepstad et al., Forest Ecology & Management 154, 2001

36
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How to rearrange atmospheric 
circulation in only a few months

All it takes is a big El Niño.

If a big one lasted two years instead of one….

40 ppm increase in excess CO2

within a few years

On top of that, a 50% increase
in the rate of CO2 growth 
thereafter, due to loss of 
carbon sinks.

Burn locally,
crash globally

The Big Burn also causes 
a mass extinction event: 
about half of all Amazon 
species will go extinct.

39

Three of 
the six 
species of 
apes live 
in SE Asia 
forests.

Here, 
orangutan 
and 
siamang.

Where are 
100 million 

people 
going to 

flee?

41

Albrecht Dürer
The Revelation of St John: The 
Four Riders of the Apocalypse, 
1497-98, Woodcut, 39 x 28 cm, 

Staatliche Kunsthalle, Karlsruhe

42

1. Famine
2. Pestilence
3. War
4. Genocide

Any major downsizing 
usually involves
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Majority hits on minorities
This one merely 
about who gets 
jobs when 
unemployment at 
25%. 

Refugees from 
Zimbabwe are 
better educated 
than those from 
South Africa’s 
educational 
system and so 
get hired first.

Imagine yourself during 
some future El Niño, 
watching the forest 
flammability index for the 
Amazon or SE Asia, 
contemplating that in the 
next few months you might 
see:

1. the Big Burn;
2. its 50% step up in excess CO2; 50% speedup
3. a jump in our global fever, drought, and heavy weather 

problems;
4. the mass extinction of species in two of the world’s 

three major tropical rain forests; and
5. collapsing governments, mass migrations, and the ―four 

horsemen‖ wave of famine, pestilence, war, and 
genocide.

45

We could 
lose our 
maneuvering 
room and go 
into a 
tailspin. 

We must 
front-load 
our 
response. Matt Collins in Scientific American 2008

Talk Outline
1. The present climate mess

2. The future climate crisis

3. …and what to do about it.
A. The Climate Optimist

B. Reduce emissions (and 
equivalents like deforestation)

C. Anthropogenic carbon sinks.

Infections used to be a 
leading cause of death.
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Infections used to be a 
leading cause of death.

The climate optimist pp.274-5 in Global Fever

• The Second Industrial Revolution 
spanned from 1870s to 1910.

• In the twenty years from 1870 to 1890, 
we got the telephone, the internal 
combustion engine, the light bulb, 
hydroelectric dams, the linotype 
machine, and a horseless carriage. 
Darwin’s Descent of Man, the germ 
theory of disease, genetics, and 
artificial vaccines. 50

The climate optimist pp.274-5 in Global Fever

• In the next twenty years from 1890 
to 1910, we got the quantum, the 
theory of relativity, the 
photoelectric effect, the first 
textbook of psychology, and such 
marvels as neurosurgery, motion 
pictures, air conditioning, airplanes, 
and radio. Steam turbines also 
began generating electricity.

51

The climate optimist pp.274-5 in Global Fever

In the 1960s and 1970s, we
1. discovered the genetic code, 

continental drift, and chaos theory, 

2. put communication satellites in 
geosynchronous orbits, 

3. went to the moon,

4. did heart transplants, 

5. invented the Internet, personal 
computers, email and spreadsheets. 52

The climate optimist pp.274-5 in Global Fever

• Much can happen in only 
twenty years.

• With our current scientific 
momentum, the Third 
Industrial Revolution has 
likely started — but now it 
needs to be fast and focused.

53

Only one driver in nine has a passenger.
Carpooling is the quick way to reduce oil consumption.

Takes 25 years 
to build rapid 
transit lines.
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Water down,
steam up

Nikola Tesla, 1901 RE-OPENED 

GRANITE

FRACTURES

Drilling twice as 
deep as the 
present 5 km, 
much of the USA 
can have a local 
geothermal plant.

The promise of
distributed sources

Pie for FF and equivalents

*

59

CO2 excess pie 
cut by use:

CO2   

Finally,
climate 
starts 
improving.
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Why the Climate Fix needs to be 
primarily Technofix

1. Need to bypass Tragedy of the 
Commons stalemates like Kyoto.

2. Need something that will prevent 
developing countries from repeating our 
mistakes. Some governments will prove 
incompetent so need cheap innovations.

3. Need big progress in next ten years.
– Clone and give away existing solutions in 

exchange for banning fossil fuel extraction.

Big effort up front because
1. Already in danger zone for jumps.
2. Need safety margin for later.
3. Will otherwise be on track for 3°C

Mouth of the Amazon
Most of the organic 
carbon that settles out 
on the Atlantic 
continental shelf 
decomposes and 
contributes its 
CO2 to the 
atmosphere 
within the 
next few years.

Intermediate depths have anoxic bottoms

Life on shallow bottom

dead zone

Life on deep bottom

Largest coastal cities

In the U.S.,  54% of people live along coasts.

Present sewage outfalls are not deep enough 
for an anoxic bottom (~100 m).

•Ocean outfall
Contributors
(millions)

Water Depth 
(m)

Length 
(km)

Sydney

Malabar 1.5 80 2.9

Bondi 0.6 60 1.7

North Head 1.2 60 2.9

The Hague 2.0 15 2.0

Los Angeles                             
(Hyperion)

4.0 60 8.0

Rio de Janeiro - - 27 3.3

Montevideo 0.70 10 2.2

San Diego 1.3 63 3.5
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700 m
basin depth

Major sewage outfalls in Los Angeles

60 m

Iron enhancement, natural case

Dead zones, both 
anthropogenic and 
natural, in the depths
are caused by life 
thriving at the surface. 
As dead plankton rain 
down and decompose, O2

is taken from the water 
to make CO2. With no 

oxygen left, no life.

Extra nutrients to enhance plankton blooms can come from:
• Winds causing upwelling of nutrients from the depths.
• Rivers (extra soil, fertilizer, animal wastes, sewage).
• Dust storms (agriculture) adding iron to surface waters.

Even without extra nutrients, there is still an oxygen shadow 
zone starting about 100 m down from ordinary surface 
productivity. Continental shelf bottoms at such depths have 
no fish and no worms to stir the accumulating sediments. 

The public interest 
requires doing today 
those things that men 
of intelligence and 
goodwill would wish, 
five or ten years hence, 
had been done.

– Edmund Burke

The Great Use-it-or-lose-it Intelligence Test

70

My books and talks
may be found at:

WilliamCalvin.org

The End

Edvard Munch, The Scream
71


